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Abstract
Wepresent a knowledge-baseddistribution concept for sesxch problemsthat ot~ex no natural way
to determineseveral agents to cooperate in finding a solution. Systems based on our teamwork
method use four types of agents: Experts and
specialists use heuristics to generate results that
are possible parts of solutions, referees judge the
experts and their results determining the most
promising ones and a supervisor collects these
promising results to generate new problem descriptions that convergeto a solution of the initial problem.The maindifficulty of distributed
systems, the communicationoverhead, is dealt
with by restricting the workof referees and the
supervisor to short so-called team meetings that
interrupt the workof experts and specialists.
The competition and cooperation of experts sad
specialists in this frameworkallow for synergetic
effects that generate better and faster solutions
to the search problems. Wedemonstratethese effects for instantiations of twovery different kinds
of search problems, automated theorem proving
and optimization problems.

Introduction
Methodsfor traversing very large search spaces, either
to find any solution or the best (or at least a very
good) solution to a problem, play a very important
role in manyareas of artificial intelligence. For most
of the interesting problems the search spaces are so
huge that their systematic construction is not feasible.
Even if the development of the search spaces is done
in parallel, feasibility is not always achieved. On the
other hand, even intelligent pruning of a search space
by using a heuristic helps only for part of the instances
of a search problem. The question remains, which of
the many known heuristics is to choose for a given
instance of the problem.
Distributed systems using specialized agents that
employdifferent methods for developing a search space,
as for example suggested in [De91], ILL92] or [TSM93],
seem to offer a way to combine knowledge-based approaches to search with the possibility of using several

processors or even computers to achieve high computing performances. Nevertheless, there are manydifferent types of search problems that need different distribution concepts.
In this paper we present a knowledge-based distribution concept, the teamwork method, for search problems, whose descriptions offer no possibilities for using the known divide-and-conquer based distribution
methods, because subproblems to a given problem can
not or only very seldom be constructed a priori. These
problems resist, naturally, blackboard-based distribution concepts. Examples for these problems are such
different ones as automated theorem proving or the solution of NP-hard optimization problems.
Distributed systems designed using the teamwork
methoduse four types of components: experts, specialists, referees and a supervisor. Experts and specialists
are the components that work on finding a solution to
the given problem. While all experts use commondata
structures to represent the given problem and their
workon it, the specialists are allowed to use any structure and knowledge that may help to solve the problem
or aspects of it. Most of the time experts and specialists work independently on the given search problem,
using different methodsand heuristics. After a certain
period of time they stop their work and a team meeting begins. First the work of experts and some of the
specialists is judged by referees. A referee judges the
progress of its expert or specialist on the given problem
and selects its best results. This report is transmitted
to the supervisor, that generates a new problem description out of the received data and sends it as new
starting point to all experts and specialists. Because
there are very often muchmore experts and specialists
than processors available, the supervisor also uses the
reports of the referees to exchangeexperts and specialists with a bad performance on the actual problem.
Teamworkhas proved to be quite successful on the
class of problems mentioned above. Not only can teams
find solutions to a problemfaster than the used experts
and specialists working alone, but we were also able to
solve problems that none of the used components were
able to solve working alone. The characteristics of a
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teamwork-based system are
- combination of cooperation and competition
- restricted amount of communication between agents
- adaptation of the team to a given problem
- use of all methodsand features of sequential systems
for a search problem
In this paper we will demonstrate the success of teamwork on two very different kinds of search problems,
namely the aforementioned problems automated theorem proving and optimization. As instance of the first
area we have chosen equational deduction and as optimization problem the traveling salesman problem. In
both problem areas we were able to obtain synergetic
effects that resulted in muchfaster or muchbetter solutions.
The

Teamwork

Method

The basis of the civilizational
level, mankind has
reached, is the ability of groups of humanbeings to
work together to achieve goals a single humanbeing is
not capable to rea~. For some goals self-organization
of the groups is sufficient while for other goals organizational structures have been developed that are capable
of making good use of the given resources, both human
and material. One such structure is the project team
in big companies. The main advantages of such project
teams are the ability to exchange membersof the team
in order to find the best fitting team for a given task,
the use of people with very different background and
expertise, thus allowing to tackle problems that do not
fit in knownschemes, and the efficient but also flexible
control that can be established by the team leader.
Our teamwork method reflects such a project team
on the level of using only computers (or processors)
agents. Therefore we do not have to deal with emotional problems and social interactions of humane, but
we have to take into account inter-processor communication and knowledge representation problems of today’s computers. Our ultimate goal is a distributed
system that reflects the saying "the whole is more than
the sum of its par~’.
The organizational structure of our teams is as follows. The team has a leader, the supervisor, to which
the referees and some of the specialists report. The
other specialists and all experts report to their own
referee.
This is the logical structure of a team which we will
use in this section. For realizing a teamwork-basedsystem these logical components have to be assigned to
the physical agents, the processors. As the problems
we want to solve are problems which, at the moment,
are mostly solved by very sophisticated sequential systems, we have to be very careful and efficient in our
assignment of the logical components to the agents.
This is because rash simulations or compromisescould
result in a performance of our distributed system that
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is inferior to that of the sequential systems. Wewill
deal with implementations] issues in the next section.
Before we describe in detail the tasks and characteristics of the componentsof a team, we will concentrate
on the interaction between these components and on
what we want to achieve by this interaction. Because
we think that even on the logical level of a system
restrictions to communicationmust play a major role,
communication in a teamwork-based system only takes
place during so-called team meetings. All the other
time the active components, experts and specialists,
work on their tasks alone, without any interaction.
In the first phase of a team meeting the referees
judge the work of their experts or specialists. Their
reports are sent to the supervisor as are the results
of those specialists without a referee. In the second
phase, the supervisor uses the reports to generate a
new problem description which takes into account the
new results of experts and specialists. The reports of
the referees are also used to help the supervisor select the team for the next working period. The team
meeting ends with the transmission of the new problem
description to the selected experts and specialists.
Ezperts ate one of the types of componentsthat work
on really solving a given search problem. Experts are
search problem solvers in their own right which means
that they should be able to solve several instances of a
search problem theoretically alone (i.e. they should
solve these instances provided there is enough time
and memoryavailable). Heuristics and strategies that
are used by sequential program systems for the search
problem of interest are the most likely candidates for
experts. In order to avoid duplication of work, the experts used together in a team should differ in the way
they construct their part of the search space (although
we do not allow any arrangements between them and
therefore expect that the parts overlap). This way each
expert has a different view on the actual problem and
can therefore produce different results.
From experts we expect, in contrast to specialists,
that they can continue the work of another expert, but
-as stated before- with their special view on it. This
means that they all have to use the same representation for the problem description and their results.
This seems to be very restrictive,
but for the search
problems we are interested in this is seldom a problem, because the knownsequential problem solvers all
have the ability to allow the user to tune them for a
given problem. Therefore good compromises for the
representations
are known and can be used for the
teamwork-based system. The use of fixed internal representations also allows the referees better access to
the results of the experts.
Besides problem description and results there is
other information that an expert has to store, which
remains constant during a whole program run. That is,
for example, the net addresses of the other processors
or the initial problemdescription or several tables. All
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this is stored in a separate memoryblock.
There is one other restriction
on experts, namely
that the single steps they do to solve a given problem
are not too big, i.e. require not more than a few minutes to compute. This is necessary, because experts
should stop their work for a team meeting in a stable
state, i.e. after completing a defined step towards a
solution. If the computation of a step of one expert
takes too much time, all other experts have to wait
for it, what should be avoided. Again, for the search
problems we are interested in, this limitation causes no
problems.
Specialists are the other type of components that
work on solving a given search problem. The main
difference to experts is that it is not required for a specialist to use internal representations of the problem
and its work that can also be used by other specialists
or the experts. This =special z representation is the
reason why we call them specialists.
But they must
be able to communicate their results. And they must
be able to translate the problem description and problem solution state used by the experts into their own
representations. A typical example for a team member
that is a specialist in a humanteam is an accountancy
specialist in a team of engineers whois responsible for
the detection of solution ideas that are too expensive.
Because specialists may need special data structures
that are difficult and time cons-rning to construct,
they can have a local memory-in addition to the memory block with constant data like the experts- that is
not deleted as long as the specialist is memberof the
team (this is not the ease for experts which we will see
later). Due to the special data structures, specialists
may also need special referees that are able to work
with these structures. Specialists do not have to work
on solving directly the actual problem, they can also be
used to help the supervisor, for example by detecting
subproblems. In a later section we will give examples
for such specialists. Note that all experts can also be
used as specialists. But then their results are treated
differently by the supervisor (i.e. they can not be best
expert, see later).
Referees have two tasks, namely the assessment of
experts and specialists and the selection of good results of their experts reap. specialists. For both tasks
statistical
criteria can be used. Howgood the whole
work of an expert or specjaliat was, can be judged by
measuring the solutions and results found by it. So,
an expert with many good results is better than an
expert with only one good, but perhaps outstanding,
result. Also the number of steps made by an expert
(or specialist) and the percentage of good steps should
be taken into account.
For determining the quality of a result, the referees
must use knowledge about the specific area the search
problem is out of. For example, in the case of an optimization problem the actual cost of a solution is a
good choice. But also such solutions are interesting

that are nearly as good as the best one so far, but very
different. In automated theorem proving criteria like
the numberof facts subsumedby a fact or the similarity of a fact to the goal to prove can be used. The more
assessment knowledge an area provides the better are
the judgments of the referees.
For most of the experts only the selected results find
their way into the new starting point. Results that are
not selected by the referees are forgotten. This avoids
to blow up the search space. Only such paths that
have proven to be good ones are further explored. So
the work of the referees is important although they are
not working on really solving the given problem.
Note that it is often necessary to use diffevmt referees for the same expert or specialist during one program run. For example, in automated theorem proving
in the beginning of a run the number of facts produced
by an expert is not so important than the number of
good and promising facts. Later on, one goal of an
expert should be to restrict the growing of the number
of facts so that it has no trouble running out of memory. Using different referees takes care of this problem. So, on the logical level, a distinction between
experts/specialists
and referees should be made.
The npervisor of a team is a central control for the
distributed system we propose. It has three tasks to
fulfill, namely
- building a new, improved problem description
starting point of a working phase,

as

- planning the composition of the team for the next
working phases and
- determining the duration of the next working phase.
In order to build a new starting point, which will be
used as actual problem description by all experts and
which is also transmitted to the specialists, the supervisor uses all the results and solutions of the expert
with the best rating by its referee and adds to this set
the selected results of all other experts and the specialists working on solving the problem. This total
=survival of the fittest ~ is motivated by two reasons.
First, as all experts work with a heuristic on a set of
results in order to find the best result they tend to
produce locally optimal results. Therefore it is a good
idea to let other experts try their heuristics on the set
of the best expert in order to find ways to even better results if the best expert has already reached its
optimum. If it has not reached an optimum, then it
should be able to continue its work which can only be
guaranteed, if its set of results r~nains in the starting
set for the next phase. The second reason that is important for search problems that include completeness
properties, as for example automated theorem proving,
is that such completeness properties of certain single
experts can be lifted to the whole team (see [AD93]).
Note that for arbitrary distributed systems that is not
always the case.
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The planning which experts, specialists and referees
to use in the next working phase and perhaps also in
further ones requires, as in the case of referees, knowledge about the area of search problems one is intereared to solve. In general, we propose a frame-based
representation with knowledge about special domains
of the area, what experts have good success for which
domain and in which combination, which expert is useful in which stages of the problem solution and much
more. This knowledge, which is collected during solution attempts to manyproblems, represents the longterm memoryof the supervisor. Its short-term memory
consists of the referee reports for all experts and specialists used in the actual run. Also in the short-term
memoryis the information, if the actual problem can
be classified into a knowndomain. This is provided by
a specialist whose task is checking all knowndomains
for matches with the actual problem.
Using long- and short-term memory, the supervisor
is able to adapt the team to the actual problem (see
later, [DK94]). The length of the next working period depends on the outcome of the planning process.
If the team has not changed much, which indicates
that the plan of the supervisor is successful, longer
working phases can be scheduled. If most of the experts/specialists are new, shorter periods must be used
in order to react fast if they do not behave as expected.
The four types of components provide a good way
to incorporate the main types of knowledge that are
relevant for problem solving, namely tactical control
knowledge (experts and specialists),
strategical control and planning knowledge (supervisor) and assessment knowledge (referees), into a distributed problem
solver. It is also very important that all knownsequential problemsolvers for an area can easily be integrated
into the system as experts or specialists.

Implementing

Teamwork

If one wants to develop distribution concepts for systerns that have to compete with sequential systems, it
is very important to take into account the efforts for
communication that can handicap a distributed system. This means that one not only has to develop
a high-level distribution concept but also ideas how
to implement the concept. The first question is on
what platform, i.e. on what kind of machine or network, the system should run. Most concepts favor certain platforms, for example blackboard systems can be
very efficient when implemented on a multiprocessor
machine while the necessary shared memoryrequires
quite some communication when implemented on a net
of workstations. Teamworkwas originally developed to
be used on a net of workstations, but we were also able
to implement the concept efficiently on a multiprocessor machine.
Whenit is decided which platform is used, the logical components of the concept must be assigned to the
physical agents available, i.e. the processors. For ef-
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flciency’s sake, it is often not recommendedto assign
each componentto a different agent. By sharing agents
interprocessor communication can be avoided and idle
times of processors can be reduced. One can think
of the componentssharing a processor as the different
roles an agent has to play in the system.
Teamworkallows an agent to play the roles of each
logical component,i.e. supervisor, referee, expert and
specialist, but only one at each time. So, at the beginning of a run one processor is assigned the role of
the supervisor and given the problem description. This
description is brought into the commonrepresentation
used by all experts and is transmitted to all other processors after they have been assigned an expert or specialist and, if necessary, a referee. If the system operates on a net of workstations, the transmission is done
using broadcast. If the system runs on a multiprocessor
machine, each processor that is not acting as supervisor copies the description into its ownworking memory
(normally a reserved part of the shared memoryof all
processors). Until the next team meeting the work of
the supervisor is done and its processor assumes then
the role of an expert or specialist.
Whenthe end of the working phase is reached, each
processor changes its role to that of a referee (except
those that run specialists that do not need a referee).
This way the referees can access all the data of their
experts/specialists
without any communication. Aftea the refereeing process the processor which has had
the role of the supervisor at the end of the last team
meeting changes back into this role and receives the
measurements of the experts from the referees. After
the best expert is determined the processor on which
this expert worked assumes the role of the supervisor
while the other processor goes back to its referee role.
For this change only very little information must be
passed between the two involved processors.
Now,the new supervisor receives the full reports of
all referees and the specialists without referee. The selected results and the data provided by the specialists
can be integrated directly into the problem representation of the processor having the supervisor role. Rememberthat this is the representation of the best expert, the one whose whole set of results has to be part
of the new starting set for the next working phase.
After determining the new team based on the referee reports, the starting set is again transmitted to all
the processors. The flow of information between two
team meetings is depicted in Figure 1. Dotted lines
indicate communication that is virtual only, because
of changing the role of a processor, while the straight
lines indicate a real communicationbetween different
processors.
Because the referee reports consist only of a few results and a number indicating the measure of an expert/specialist,
the main communicationeffort is the
transmission of the set of results representing the starting point of the working phase. Both, multiprocessor
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machines and nets of workstations, allow for transmitting this set to all experts and specialists slmultaneously.

Figure 1: real and virtual

data flow between two team meetings

The receiving components can use the necessity to
process the results for determining the next steps they
want to do. This way, even while receiving data, they
can do some necessary work towards finding a solution
to the actual problem. As well can specialists that use
their own problem representations process the transmitted results to fit into their representations. Our
experiments with teamwork-based systems (see next
section) showed that the advantages of teamwork more
than outweigh the efforts for repeated transmission of
starting sets for new working phases.
Instantiations
of Teamwork
Weused teamwork to build two systems for very different search problems, equational deduction and the
traveling salesman problem. In the next two subsections we will introduce these problems, sketch the experts, specialists and referees for them and summarize
the results obtained with our systems.
Case Study:
Equational
Deduction
Automated theorem proving tries to solve the following problem:
Given: A set of axioms A and a goal G.
Question: Is G a logical consequence of A ?
In the case of equational deduction A is a set of equations s~=t~, i=l,...,n
and also G is an equation u=v.
Due to the undecidability of the problem one can only
hope to get the answer YESfrom an automated equational prover if u=v is indeed a consequence of A.
Each theorem prover is based on a set of inference
rules. In the case of equational deduction these rules forming a so-called completion procedure (see [KBT0])can be divided into two classes, generation rules and
contraction rules (see t’Deg0]). While generation inference rules deduce new equations that are added to

the set A, the contraction rules either delete elements
from A or substitute elements by other, more general
ones. There are always only a finite number of contractions possible until the set is in so-called normal
form. The crucial steps are the generation steps. The
efficiency and hence the power of a prover depend on
a good selection of generation steps out of a very large
number of possible steps. A proof is found, if G or a
more general equation is in A. There are many selection strategies and heuristics for the generation rules,
but each such strategy or heuristic is only able to solve
a limited number of examples in a reasonable time.
In our teamwork-based equational prover (see
[AD93]and [DF94]) the selection strategies and heuristics are used as the different experts. They use as
problem representation the set of axioms A and the
goal G. Note that between the team meetings each
expert develops its ownset A from the starting set of
the last team meeting. Experts do not only use generation rules, but also try to keep their set of axiomsas
compact as possible by using the contraction rules and
thus working on axiom sets in normal form.
The ability of an equation of A to contract other
equations or even the goal is a major criterion used
by the referees for both determining the success of an
expert and selecting good results. The more equations
of A could be eliminated or changed by an equation
the better it is. The size of A, the number of steps
made since the last team meeting, the number of potential generation steps and several other criteria are
also used to get a statistical measure of the success of
an expert. The number of potential generation steps
with one equation, the type of this equation, the similarry of it to the goal and other measures can be used
to select good single equations for sending to the supervisor. In order to limit the amount of communication
the referees are only allowed to report up to a given
number of equations to the supervisor. This number
was 5 for the examples given below.
Due to lack of space and because we used fixed teams
for each exampleof Table 1, we will not go into detail
how the supervisor plans the composition of teams.
More about this can be found in [DK94]. But there
are two important results we want to mention. Firstly,
it is possible, by using reactive planning, to adapt a
team to a given problem. Wewere able to solve all
examples of Table 1 and many more starting with the
same team and exchanging experts according to knowledge about domains of interest and good suited experts
for them (as long-term memory) and according to the
measures provided by the referees (as short.term memory). Because planning and trying out experts takes
some time, the run-times are slower than those of the
best knownteams of Table I for the examples, but we
were able to solve them in acceptable time.
Secondly, a very important tool for planning was a
specialist that assisted the supervisor. This specialist
tried to detect subsets of equations in A that define a
Denzinger
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knowndomain. The results of this speciAllat allowed
the supervisor to know which knowledge of the longterm memoryit should use.
[ Example [ TeJm [ Best Expert J
p~.&
5.41
79.52
p2.b
5.38
pS.b
56.84 ¯
m
p9.ffi
8.66
19.57
p9.b
8.44
50.95
plO
23.20 ¯
m
bool5b
72.86 ¯
N
ra2
125.37
227.88
sa2
10.75 herky3
6.81
16.09
~uka3
81.68 ¯
-ring
307.96
3019.00
Table 1: run-time comparison team with best
sequential runs (in seconds, real time)
Let us now take a closer look at the results we
achieved using teamwork. The examples of Table 1
are collected from [AD93] and [DF94] where one can
find the descriptions of the examples. The teams always consisted of two experts and the runs were made
on a net of 2 SUN-ELC
workstations. In order to allow a judgment of the results the row entitled "best
expert" contains the run-times of the best of our experts for the example working alone. This is the best
knownresult one can obtain in our system if one does
not want to do a distributed search for a proof.
Note that some of our experts working alone are
quite comparable to the best known proof systems,
as for example the Otter-system ([Mc94]) (see also
[DF94]). Therefore the speed-ups obtained by using
teamwork are quite remarkable. Half of the examples
could not be solved sequentially in reasonable time (i.e.
under 3 hours run-time). An analysis of the effects responsible for these speed-ups, namely one expert taking over all results of another one and workingin a better direction, but not being able to generate all results
alone, and secondly inferior experts and specialists providing missing pieces of a solution as selected results,
can be found in [DS94]. So, teamwork has proven that
it is able to enhancethe abilities of sequential provers.
Case Study: Traveling
Salesman
The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is often called
the standard example of an NP-complete optimization
problem ([LLILS85]).
Given: An n×n cost matrix C--(qj), ij E {1,...,n).
Question: What is a permutation ¯r of {l,...,n),
n
¯ ¯
?
such that ~’~i=1
cf0),~0mod-+l) m minimal.
Even if we assumethat all c0 are positive integers, the
matrix is symmetric (i.e. 0. -cj ~ for al l ij ) and th e
triangle inequality holds (i.e. c/, + c~j _< clj) the problem remains hard, i.e. NP-comphte (see [AHU74]).
Therefore many authors concentrated on finding suboptimal algorithms for solving this problem that have
an acceptable (i.e. polynomial) run time (for example
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tour construction heuristics like Farthest Insertion or
Cheapest Insertion [RSL74], tour improvement heuristics like 3-opt [Li65] or Lin-Kernighan [LK73], or genetic algorithms as described in [Mi92]).
These approximative solution methods are the basis for our teamwork approach to solving the TSP.
They are used both as experts and as specialists. But
also optimal solution methods, for example branch and
bound based ones (see [LLRS85]for several examples)
can be incorporated as specialists into a tearnworkbaaed distributed system for solving the TSP.
The problem representation used by the experts conslats of the cost matrix, a list for each i with the cij
sorted in ascending order (see later) and a list of solutions (tours) to the TSPsorted in descending order
tour length. While the cost matrix is part of the permanent data of the experts (and the specialists),
the
solutions represent the results and can be exchanged
with the list of the winner of a working period during a team meeting. Since it is rather easy to obtain
some -often not very good- solutions the main part
of the work of the team is the improvement of solutions. Therefore we use tour improvement methods as
experts. There are several tasks that prepare or help
finding solutions. Such tasks are, for example, sorting
the rows of the cost matrix, the initial construction
of several tours or the calculation of lower bounds for
the optimal tour length. These tasks are dealt with by
specialists in the first few workingperiods.
Since TSP is an optimization problem it is quite
easy to find criteria that can be used by the referees. For judging an expert its shortest solution, the
fact whether this solution is new or not, the number of
new solutions found, the best msolutions and the differences between those solutions should be taken into
account. The similarity of two tours can be indicated
by counting the numberof edges that are in both tours.
Then the difference is n minus the similarity.
The referees determine the solutions they send to
the supervisor by choosing the shortest solution of the
expert and other good tours (i.e. tours whose cost
is within a certain percentage of the best) that are
very different from the best one. Weuse difference of
solutions as criterion, because we want to avoid sending
the whole team into a local minimum.
The planning task of the supervisor is easier than
in the case of theorem proving, because it is easy to
find several stages for constructing a near-optimal solution. In the first stage, specialists should be used to
construct several solutions and to prepare the further
work by sorting the rows of the cost matrix or by determining whether the actual problem is in a known
special domain. Then, in the middle stage, experts
should be used to improve the best solution found so
far. Again, experts that do not contribute to better
solutions can be exchanged. Finally, when there are
only slight improvements from team meeting to team
meeting experts and specialists should be used that try
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to leave local minima, for example a genetic algorithm
with a high mutation rate.
Exp ¯

best
best
best
eomp.
sol
t. sol. exp. sol. team sol.
ktoB100
22141
22141
22251
22220
gr202
40160
40160
40777
40672
pcb442
50778
50931
52393
51941
att532
27686
27775
28198
28196
gr666
294358 296704"
303744
302113
Table 2: comparison best solutions of team and single
runs of experts
Exp.

best
best
comp.
t. sol. exp. sol.
team sol.
ktoB100
9.87
145.43
5.36
gr202
43.~S
87.27
18.96
pcb442
538.39
696.71
58.00
att532
1449.28
318.77
110.94
gr666
1552.94
4728.10
140.18
Table 3: comparison time (in sec) for finding
solutions of team and single runs of experts
In our first prototype we used only two specialists,
the sorting specialist for the rows of the matrix and
a tour construction specialist using Farthest Insertion
and two experts, 3-opt and a very parameterized version of a genetic algorithm described in ~vii92]. Our
first results can be examined in Tables 2 and 3. The
numbers in the names indicate the number of cities of
the example. The examples and the best known solutions are taken from the TSPLIBof [Re91]. The results
were obtained on a cluster of 2 Sun-Sparc 10 machines
and the times state when the solution first occured.
If we take a look at the results of the tables, we
can first observe that our teams are able to find better
solutions than the experts working alone, thus again
showing a synergetic gain by using teamwork. While
our teams are always within 1% of the best known
solution, the best experts come only to solutions from
between 1% to 3.2% of the best known one.
Our teams may need more time for finding such good
solutions (as for example att532). In order to demonstrate the speed improvement, we give in the last columnof Table 3 the run times (and in Table 2 the solutions) of our teams until a solution that is comparable
to the best found by an expert is found. Even if we
multiply these times by 2, thus taking into account that
we use 2 processors instead of one, the team is much
faster than the expert alone. Again, the cooperation
and competition of heuristics proves to be successful.
Related

Work

This paper addresses three research areas, namely die.
tributed search, automated theorem proving and the
traveling salesman problem. In all these areas much
research has been done that can be related to our work.
In the following we will only discuss such works that
are closely related to teamwork.

In the area of distributed search the main part of
work focused on the distribution of special search processes, as for example theorem proving. Only in the
last few years there were attempts to develop more general approaches to distributed search. For example, the
works of Lander and Lesser (see [LL92], [LL93]) deal
with the class of search problems that have the goal to
reach a consensus or, at least, a compromise between
different needs. Such problems can be distributed naturally by simply assigning one agent to each opinion or
need. The problems in this class are the construction
of a framework for supporting information exchange
between very independent agents, the development of
conflict solution mechanismsand the reuse of agents.
In the areas of our two case studies there has also
been done some work regarding distribution.
In the
area automated theorem proving there have been several attempts to parallelize and distribute the search
for a proof. Although many approaches were only concerned with parallelizing a sequential algorithm (for
example ROO,see [LM92]), there are approaches that
focused on a distributed search with totally different
behaviour than sequential approaches (for example the
DARES
system, where the input facts were distributed
amongthe agents and cooperation had to take place in
order to solve an example, see [CMMg0]).An overview
of parallel and distributed theorem proving can be
found in [SS94].
In the area of solving optimization problems the advantages of cooperation between different approximation methods have been observed very early, leading
to the design of composite (sequential) methods (see
[GBDSS0], [Jo90]). But only recently work has been
done to a~tually distribute the search process, namely
the A-teams of [ST93]. The members of an A-team
are, as the experts in our teamworkapproach, approximation algorithms. They communicate by putting all
their results into several memoryregions which can be
read by all members, thus allowing an Asynchronous
organization.
Like teamwork, the A-team approach
allows for synergetic effects, but, since this approach
lacks referees and a supervisor, there is no possibility
to automatically adapt the team to the actual problem.
Also there is much more communication involved than
in the case of our teamworkapproach. This could cause
problems when using a net of workstations (it would
definitely cause problems if one wanted to use A-teams
for automated theorem proving).

Conclusion
With teamwork we presented a general method to distribute search problems that cannot be partitioned into
subproblems (or subtasks) in a natural manner. Such
problems are, up to now, solved by sequential systems
that use various heuristics to guide the search process.
Teamwork enforces competition and cooperation between such heuristics and we showed the synergetic
effects it allows with two case studies in automated
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theorem proving and the solution of optimization problems. In both case studies, the distributed system using teamwork generated faster or better results than
each of the sequential heuristics when used alone.
By providing a concept that restricts
communication very much, but allows an efficient implementation, teamwork can be used on networks of computers
without any special hardware. It can also be used on
multiprocessor machines.
The components of teamwork-based systems experts, specialists, referees and the supervisor- allow
the adequate use of control knowledge (both tactical
and strategical)
and assessment knowledge. Not only
all the heuristics and tricks of the knownsequential
systems for a search problem can be taken over, but
also very specialized pieces of knowledgethat contradict other pieces or can only be applied very seldom
can be integrated into a teamworksystem without loss
of efficiency. In contrast, in those cases this knowledge
is applicable it is used in a very efficient way. This is
due to the ability of the system to adapt to a given
problem.
Further research regarding teamwork shall be directed into the use of a hierarchy of teams and the use
of teamworkfor other instances of the class of problems it was designed for, as for example scheduling
problems.
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